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Introduction and Overview
This publication, with all its various documents, is an attempt to outline and record some of the glorious
history of the Civil Service Athletic Association (CSAA) from its origins in the Victorian Age to the present day.
From 1864 to 2021 there is a wealth of information covering the initial high profile “Sports Days” in London
along with the introduction of the other disciplines in the 20th Century and the emergence of Women within
the sporting sphere.
The earliest information has been obtained from contemporary accounts published in the many National and
Local Newspapers of the day which have been scanned and stored for on-line posterity by the British National
Newspaper Archive. Other sources are the extensive records held by CSAA and CSSC along with excerpts from
athletic historians who have documented accounts of some of the early athletic history and which can be
found on the Athlos Website. Athletics Weekly has also provided a useful source for Results and photographs
from CSAA Championships.
At the time of writing the Covid-19 pandemic has prevented access to the Journals and Records held by the
Civil Service Sports Council which will hopefully provide further detail to enhance the history and fill in some
of the missing gaps.
What started as an attempt to document all the various winners in the CSAA’s long history has also become
an attempt to find as many complete event records as possible, as it is those taking part who are just as
important as those who finish first, but that is a much longer task and will perhaps never be fully completed.
The various Sections of The History record as many winners and results as possible from 1864 – 2020 but it
has to be acknowledged that gaps do and will exist for one reason or another as paper records have been
lost through the passage of time.
The main Sections of The History provide contemporary accounts of the Annual Sports Days along with
reports on the other Championship Events that came to be held from the 1920s onwards. Some events have
survived the test of time whilst others have been added, especially the 10k as a consequence of the “running
boom” in the early 1980s. Events for Women have increased over the period and at times the CSAA was at
the forefront for the drive for equal opportunities on the sports field.
However, none of this could have been achieved without the sterling work of all those who provided their
time and experience for free and continue to do so at the time of writing. Without the volunteers the sport
could not continue and this is their history as much as anything else.
Grateful thanks go to Dave Evans OBE for his research into the archives along with colleagues on the CSAA
Committee who have supported this venture,

Nick Hume
CSAA Secretary

Historical Overview
The Civil Service Athletic Association is possibly the oldest Athletic Association in the world and has a long
and illustrious history that can be traced back to 1864 and its very first Sports Day which was Track and Field
based. Today’s spectator would find many differences in the events held but also some obvious similarities
as the Meeting developed and adapted through time.
The noted sports historian, Peter Radford, wrote the following in his notes on the “AAA Coming-of-Age
Dinner” booklet that can be found at the Athlos website www.athletics-archive.com :
“In October 1859 Guy Pym passed the civil service exams and was appointed a temporary clerk in the War
Office; he was eighteen. In March, 1862 he passed more civil service exams and was appointed clerk in the
Accountant General’s Branch within the War Office, with a headquarters on Pall Mall. With his exams over,
and now with a permanent job, Guy Pym became involved with the Civil Service Cricket Club. He was a lowerorder batsman who didn’t score many runs and he didn’t bowl, so perhaps he was in the team because of his
fielding. They were an ambitious outward-looking club and Guy Pym went with them to Ireland in 1864 and
to a tour in the west country in 1865, and there was even talk of them going to Paris. Whilst in this club, in
late 1863 or early 1864, he floated the idea of athletic sports for the Civil Service to Jacob Luard Pattisson
(Hon Sec of the CS Cricket Club) and the two of them got together a representative committee and in April
1864 the first Civil Service Athletic Sports took place at Beaufort House, Walham Green, under the
secretaryship of Guy Pym*. It was a major initiative and it is worth noting that Luard Pattisson and Guy Pym
were only 22/23 years old.”
*Note: this is an error. The first secretary of the athletic club was William George Herbert (1841-1920) who,
like Pym, was in the War Office. Born and brought up in Penobscot, Maine, USA, but of British parentage, he
returned to the UK as a youth after both parents died and joined the civil service. By 1881 he had retired and
was living in Kent. He became a JP for Folkestone and County Alderman for Kent.
The full committee for the first sports was E Page (starter for the races), F F Gordon, J Wearne, Charles Guy
Pym, and W G Herbert (Secretary). A well-known professional athlete, Charles Westhall, was umpire.
The sports were originally announced in the press to be held on April 22/23, 1864, at the West London Cricket
Ground, Brompton, the main venue for amateur athletics. However, a late change was made and Beaufort
House was chosen. A grass track had to be prepared in three weeks by Jones, the groundsman. Although
heavy rain curtailed the sports on the first day, some events were switched to the Saturday and fine weather
ensured a success. The track was agreed to be in good condition for running. It was later converted into a
cinder track of 3 laps to one mile and in 1866 was used for the first Amateur Athletic Club Championships
after Guy Pym became secretary to the AAC.
The events over the two days included many that are still contested today in their metric equivalent: 100y,
440y, 880y, One Mile, High Jump, Broad Jump, Pole Leaping, Putting the Stone, Throwing the Hammer, 3 Mile
Walk and 200y Hurdles. In addition, a number of events now less familiar were contested: a Hopping Race, a
High Hop, a Sack Race, Standing High Jump, Standing Broad Jump, Throwing the Cricket Ball and a consolation
200y.
Pym, who was an outstanding runner, won the 440y and the mile and competed in the high jump, long jump
and putting the stone.

From the beginning the Sports were an important social occasion that came to be known as the Ascot of
Athletic Sports. Open carriages were brought onto the ground and parked around the track. Many ladies in
bonnets and crinolines were present and gentlemen and officials wore top hats.
In 1870 the sports transferred from Beaufort House to Lillie Bridge, West Brompton. From 1885 they were
held on the Stamford Bridge ground, now home to Chelsea FC who provided a T&F Programme from 1901
for the CSAA archives.
From early as 1866, the sports included “Strangers’ Races”, open to all gentlemen amateurs. These were
usually handicap races and the runner at the scratch mark sometimes set a record. In 1874, Walter Slade, a
member of the Stock Exchange, set a world best for the One Mile of 4:26.0., and in 1882, Walter George, the
most famous distance runner of the century, set a world record of 4:19.4.
In the 1880s cycle racing was included in the sports but this did not remain on the programme for long. Races
were also held for children of those competing but sadly not for women.
The club was known as the Civil Service Athletic Club for the first seventeen years of its existence but from
1882 the term Civil Service Athletic Association began to be used in the press.
The Illustrated Sporting News published pictures of the sports each year in the 1890s, originally engravings
and later photographs.
In a similar vein, another athletics historian, Peter Lovesey, penned the following
“The CSAA was extremely prestigious in the Victorian era and the sports were certainly one of the most
important occasions in the calendar. Charles Herbert (1846-1924), a winner at the sports in 1869, 1870 and
1875, became the Hon Sec of the Amateur Athletics Association and a member of the International Olympic
Council from its foundation until 1906, when he fell from the top of an omnibus. He was regarded by Pierre
de Coubertin, the creator of the modern Olympics, as one of the key figures who made the first Olympics
possible.”

There is a good report regarding one of the competitors in the 5 miles walk in the 1868 Meeting, who finished
first, but was disqualified for running the last 20 Yards. He was Abraham Stoker, from the Chief Secretary's
Office, Dublin, later known to the world as Bram Stoker, the creator of Dracula.
It was also common in the Championships up until the Second World War that up to Twelve of the 20 or so
events on the Programme were restricted to “Members” (i.e. Civil Servants) whilst the others were open to
“Strangers” (i.e. Non-Civil Servants) in which many of the famous athletes of the time competed. Sometimes
there were events for the “Members” children and also Veteran’s Handicap Races for the “older” athlete.
Many famous Clubs took part including Cambridge University, the London Athletics Club (founded 1863) and
Achilles AC (for Cambridge and Oxford University athletes who have competed in the annual Varsity Match
and which was founded in 1920).
For many years the tradition was to “Handicap” the better athletes and even in 1923 this practice was
common as the following article from The Sportsman Saturday 09 June 1923 illustrates:

This explains why the “Winner” might not necessarily be the athlete with the fastest time, depending upon
how accurate the handicapping actually was and it was known for athletes to enter events under false names.
The History of the CSAA can also be viewed in a social context, especially with regard to the way in which a
Woman’s place in society evolved during this period. It is interesting to note that when Women were first
allowed to compete in 1920 it was only in a very limited range of events and then gradually building up to
the modern day when they can compete in every event that a Man does. Indeed, it appears that some of the
pioneer Civil Servant Lady athletes were amongst the early leaders in this field.
This then is a journey through the last 157 years and an attempt to recount some of the stories of the day
using historical reports from the time and to document as far as is possible the Winners of each of the events.
From the initial Track & Field Championships (Sports Day) the CSAA has held Championships for Race Walking,
Cross Country, Road Relays, 10k, the Marathon which then became a Half Marathon Championships and a
Masters Track & Field. For a short period, there was even an Indoor Track & Field Championships.
Representative Fixtures played an important part in the CSAA History, especially the Sir Sefton-Brancker
Trophy for Cross Country and Track & Field between the Civil Service, the RAF and Middlesex and the Ryan
Cup for Race Walking between the Civil Service, the Police and the RAF (which became a Combined Services
Team later on). Some of the changes and the decrease in Representative Matches were because of the
increase in Track & Field Leagues and then the huge explosion in Road Races from the early 1980s. In recent

years issues such as time off work for sporting events (from 2010 onwards) impacted the number of athletes
competing.
Pen pictures of some of the key figures in the CSAA’s History and development are included along with those
for some of the Civil Service athletes who have had distinguished athletic careers, even winning Olympic Gold
Medals. Also included are those for some of the “Strangers” (non-Civil Servants) who took part in the track
and field right up until the 1930s.
Numerous sources have been used for writing this history and they are acknowledged where possible but
many of the results will be from records maintained by CSAA Committee Members and information held by
the Civil Service Sports Council. Many of the early Track & Field accounts are from the Newspapers and
Publications of that era who took great delight in sending reporters to the Civil Service Athletic Sports Day.
The Results illustrated from 1864 – 1901 are taken from the original Programme produced for the 1901
Championships and kindly sent to the CSAA by Chelsea Football Club.
The Pall Mall Gazette - Friday 31 October 1913 reported on the Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner as follows and it
would be interesting to know what the Report would say today on the number of competitors and the value
of the prizes. However, today it is medals rather than trophies that are awarded to the winners.

The Daily Herald on Friday 24 April 1925 ran the following piece on its Sports Page regarding the Race Walk
Championship and how inclusivity was being welcomed into all the events:

As stated above the CSAA Committee has always endeavoured to move with the times throughout its history
and this can be illustrated by the following which provides a very good summary of the first 75 years of the
CSAA’s history:

The CSAA – 75 Years of Athletics from the CSSC Sports Journal August 1949

Former athletes also promoted the popularity of the Meetings such as F A Knott (former CSAA Mile Champion
in 1902 & 1903) writing in Athletic Review in 1951 on the subject of “50 Years Ago” who stated:

In terms of being at the forefront of athletic opportunities Athletics Weekly published the following Notice
in its edition dated 18th June 1955 which sees the CSAA adding the Women’s 880 Yards to the Programme:

Athletics Weekly 11th March 1963 highlights the other events added to the Programme:

In 1995 Neil Hornsby (CSAA Secretary) invited Civil Servants from European Countries, particularly the
Embassies to participate in the Cross Country Championships thereby adding an International element to the
proceedings. In the first year a good number toed the start-line but numbers dropped in the coming years,
though a loyal contingent came across from The Netherlands for a few years which did result in opportunities
for CSAA runners to compete in the prestigious Twin Piers Half Marathon.
Hopefully these developments will continue but in 2020 the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact upon society
and sport is causing a re-think amongst governing bodies as to how to continue to provide sport in its
traditional format and in a safe and healthy environment.
For those with an interest in athletics history and the CSAA in particular, and for those who like to delve, the
many various sections of The CSAA History will provide something of historic and social interest. Indeed, it
might even lead to some more “athletics memorabilia” coming to light and being saved for posterity rather
than being thrown onto the proverbial scrapheap.
The Sections have developed as the research found more and more items of interest and has been arranged
by “event” for ease of reference.

